BW U15s National Team Programme
Report 2017/18

The 2017/18 BW U15s National Team programme started in September 2017 with an open
trial. As BW were unable to obtain the services of a U15s Head Coach for the season the
coaching staff for the trail was headed by Jason Merchant and assisted by Edward Piggford
and Ross Davies, Melanie Merchant stood in as temporary team manager to deal with all
registration details etc. The trial was very successful with 24 players attending from a
number of clubs in both North and South Wales.
It was clear from the trial that the majority of players in the year group lacked most of the
fundamental skills from footwork, basic finishing especially weak hand, shooting technique
or fundamental defensive understanding. A small core had these basic fundamentals but
through some of the drills it was apparent they also lacked any practical understanding such
as offensive spacing, basic 5 out motion or read & reaction skills. The coaching team agreed
it was clear from the trial the focus for the year needed to address these areas, help the
individual players development and in turn help them form a close team culture where they
help push and develop each other while helping increase the overall teams basketball IQ.
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Schedule & Structure
The coaching teams plan was based around the monthly scheduled training programme
finishing with the final selected players competing in the Surrey Basketball Festival in July.
The training timetable was sent to the squad members on selection and all training took
place at Cynffig Comprehensive School, Kenfig Hill. Attendance to training throughout the
year was excellent and any required absences were well communicated by parents. All
squad members (and parents) gave 100% to the programme and have been enthusiastic and
very committed. Attendance has been well over 95%.
Two players were identified by the BW U16s National Team and so Sol Walker and Adam
Duncan both moved up an age group and both participated in the FIBA European
Championships.
Although it became clear as training sessions progressed that the coaching positions were
not attracting the right interest the attitude and commitment from the coaching staff has
been excellent, they have made themselves available as necessary, have done so voluntarily
and have conducted themselves in a very professional manner.
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As mentioned above the focus has primarily been on individual player fundamental
development, covering footwork, shooting, passing and 1v1 defense. The second half of the
year then introduced more team offence and defensive concepts. The majority of team
focus was around 5 out motion offence, understanding spacing and player & ball
movement; as a squad we only focused on side and end line scenarios in the latter stages of
the preparation period before Surrey. In the area of player development, the standard of
individual game play and team performance has made a significant improvement which is
testament to the hard work put in by all players and coaches. Although it is important to
note that more focus is required at club level on the above principals as the future
fundamental development of these players need to be underpinned and re-enforced at
their clubs.
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Silver Medal Winners, Surrey 2018
Surrey Tournament
Due to a personal issue I was unable to attend the tournament so Coach Ed and Coach Ross
had the head coach and assistant coach duties respectively. We took 11 players up to
Surrey, one player dropped out and as it was short notice. For some of the boys this was
their first time in a Welsh shirt and they were very nervous, this showed in the first game
against Sussex. After a nervous start the boys started to settle into the game and started to
show their understanding of the spacing and movement we had worked on. It ended being a
close game and with 1 min left a time out was called; we drew up a play they had not run
before and the boys executed it perfectly winning the game. This was so much more
satisfying than just a win as all players had good court time and the team showed an
understanding of the game situation and demonstrated an ability to listen, read, reaction
and execute previously identified as a weakness. The team took this confidence into the
next game against Surrey B, where they were in control the whole game. Our third game
was our wobbly moment game against Kent, who were a small but fast team, we struggled
on our transition defence, but after half time the team again demonstrated an ability to
adapt and we stopped this and managed to edge out the game.
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This now put us in the semi-final against Surrey A. Coach Ross scouted their first game so as
a team we were aware they trapped the whole game. This wasn’t an area we covered a lot
during the year so we did struggle to break it which came back to what was identified early
in the year around any detailed understanding of spacing and read & reaction timing.
Overall the pool stages were successful as we had won all but 1 of our games and were now
in the final, again against Surrey A. With only about a 3 min turnaround before we played
them again, as you can imagine the boys were tired after 4 back to back games. The coaches
continued to rotate the squad well and all players got good mins and all played hard
throughout, the boys did an amazing job considering where they were at the start of the
year; finishing the tournament with the silver medal.
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Summary
Personally I would also like to thank Coach Ed, Coach Ross and Melanie Merchant for all
their dedication and focus on getting this great group of young men so far forward from day
1. Although both Ed and Ross are quite young coaches, as young welsh coaches they have
shown how well they can perform in a national team environment, which as we know is also
a key focus of the NT Programme.
Costs
All player subs and court costs for the year were sent to Gavin at BW so no cash collected or
spent during the year by the coaches or TM, also no expenses were required for staff. Costs
for the Surrey tournament were also dealt with by Gavin. As a result, the squad money
assigned at the beginning of the year was not drawn down directly from BW.
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Recommendations
As highlighted above I believe we continue to see this age group struggle with some
fundamental skills; this in turn limits any progressive development needed at this age group
to allow us to compete with some of the other nations. We need to focus how we teach
basketball fundamentals consistently across clubs especially early in a players’ development.
We have many dedicated and enthusiastic club coaches all working hard to help develop the
sport in Wales so it is important these coaches have the necessary support network and
guidance to allow them to work and develop players in conjunction with the National Teams
Programme.

Jason Merchant.
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